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Administrative and Financial services

Administrative Service
Manager : Anne-Laure FOURNERET
Laurence BEN TITO
Executive assistant / Laboratory assistant
Anne-Laure FOURNERET
Human Resources
Special events / Communication
Lucie TORELLA
Communication / Documentation / General purchases

Financial Service
Manager : Marie-Christine SALIZZONI
Aurore GAYRAUD
Teams finance administrator
Youness RAJAB
Teams finance administrator
Common expenses finance administrator
Marie-Christine SALIZZONI
Finances, budget, contracts manager

Computing resources & Information system

IT department
Manager : Nicolas GARNIER
Frédéric CHEVROT
Computer park manager
Nicolas GARNIER
System and network administrator
Ahmed KHALID
Computer technician

Development Unit
Manager : Fabrice PANCHER
Alice DE BIGNICOURT
Development engineer - Webmaster
Mamadou DIALLO
Development engineer
Fabrice PANCHER
Development engineer
Development projects manager

Health & Safety Assistant
Ahmed KHALID

Research teams

AMfoRS
Architectures and Methods for Resilient Systems
Régis LEVEUGLE

CDSI
Design of Integrated devices, Circuits and Systems
Skandar BASROUR
Laurent FESQUET

RIS
Robust Integrated Systems
Raoul VELAZCO

RMS
Reliable Mixed-Signal circuits and systems
Emmanuel SIMEU

SLS
System Level Synthesis
Frédéric PETROT

Direction
Director
Salvador MIR
Deputy Directors
Skandar BASROUR
Frédéric PETROT

Executive Assistant
Laurence BEN TITO

Laboratory Council

Scientifique council